Transient electronic depletion and lattice expansion induced ultrafast bandedge plasmons
Xinping Zhang *, Meng Wang, Fawei Tang, Huanzhen Zhang, Yulan Fu, Dong Liu, and Xiaoyan Song* Emails: zhangxinping@bjut.edu.cn; xysong@bjut.edu.cn Fig. S1 (a) SEM image of a gold nanowire (AuNW) grating fabricated on a glass substrate. (b) Transient absorption (TA) spectra measured on AuNWs (solid red circles) and AuNPS (solid yellow circles) at a delay of 1 ps in Fig. 4(e) , showing consistent typical spectral positions, as marked by triangles. The two TA spectra were normalized at about 500 nm. (c) Comparison between the TA dynamics measured on AuNWs (solid red circles) and AuNPs (solid yellow circles). Two dynamics curves have been normalized at the peak intensity.
